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The Physics Landscape after the Higgs Discovery at the LHC
John Ellis
Theoretical Particle Physics and Cosmology Group, Physics Department, King’s College London, London WC2R 2LS, UK;
TH Division, Physics Department, CERN, CH-1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland
Abstract
What is the Higgs boson telling us? What else is there, maybe supersymmetry and/or dark matter? How do we ﬁnd
it? These are now the big questions in collider physics that I discuss in this talk, from a personal point of view.
Keywords: LHC, Higgs boson, supersymmetry, dark matter
1. Introduction
The Standard Model (SM) has passed the tests pro-
vided by Run 1 of the LHC with ﬂying colours. Many
cross sections for particle and jet production have been
measured at the LHC [1], and are in agreement with the
SM predictions, as seen in Fig. 1. Jet production cross
sections agree over large ranges in energy and many
orders of magnitude with QCD calculations within the
SM, as do measurements of single and multiple W± and
Z0 production and measurements of single and pair pro-
duction of the top quark. The biggest headline of LHC
Run 1 was of course the discovery by CMS and AT-
LAS of a (the?) Higgs boson [2], which has now been
detected in three production channels, as also seen in
Fig. 1, also in agreement with the SM predictions. Much
of this talk will concern what we already know about
this newly-discovered particle, and the hints it may pro-
vide for other new physics, as well as other topics within
and beyond the Standard Model.
2. QCD
QCD is the basis for LHC physics: it provides many
tests of the Standard Model as well as dominating par-
ticle production and deluging us with with backgrounds
and pile-up events. The agreement between QCD pre-
dictions and measurements of large-pT jet production
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Figure 1: A compilation of cross sections at the LHC measured by the
CMS Collaboration [1].
at the LHC over many orders of magnitude yields mea-
surements of the strong coupling that are consistent with
the world average value αs(MZ) = 0.1185±0.0006, and
demonstrate that αs continues to run downward beyond
the TeV scale [3], perhaps towards grand uniﬁcation, as
seen in Fig. 2.
Not only are perturbative QCD calculations doing a
fantastic job overall of predicting the production cross
sections for jets and massive vector bosons, but also for
the Higgs boson. Accurate higher-order QCD calcula-
tions are at a premium for the dominant gluon-fusion
contribution to the Higgs production cross section. Sev-
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Figure 2: Jet production measurements at the LHC show that αs con-
tinues to run downward at energies beyond 1 TeV [3].
eral diﬀerent NNLO calculations are available, and are
included in various publicly-available tools [4]. Unfor-
tunately, the agreement between them is not yet per-
fect. Fortunately, progress is being made on NNNLO
calculations [5]. These will improve the theoretical ac-
curacy, but progress in convergence between the parton
distribution functions will also be needed in order to re-
duce the theoretical uncertainties below the experimen-
tal measurement uncertainties.
3. Flavour Physics
Another pillar of the SM is the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa (CKM) model of ﬂavour mixing and CP vi-
olation. It is in general very successful, as seen in
Fig. 3 [6]. For example, the second-greatest discovery
during Run 1 of the LHC was perhaps the measurement
by the CMS and LHCb Collaborations of the rare decay
Bs → μ+μ−, with a branching ratio in good agreement
with the SM prediction [7]:
BR(Bs → μ+μ−) = 2.8+0.7−0.6 × 10−9 , (1)
as seen in Fig. 4. However, the joint CMS and LHCb
analysis [7] also has an suggestion of a Bd → μ+μ−
signal that is larger than the SM prediction:
BR(Bd → μ+μ−) = 3.9+1.6−1.4 × 10−10 , (2)
as also seen in Fig. 4. If conﬁrmed, this measurement
would conﬂict not just with the SM, but also models
with minimal ﬂavour violation (MFV), including many
supersymmetric scenarios. Something to watch during
Run 2!
There is scope elsewhere for deviations from CKM
predictions: for example, the data allow an important
contribution to Bs meson mixing from physics beyond
Figure 3: Flavour and CP violation measurements generally agree
well with the CKM paradigm [6].
Figure 4: a: Measurements by the CMS and LHCb Collaborations of
Bs,d → μ+μ− decays, including b a clear signal for Bs → μ+μ− decay
that agrees with the SM, and c a hint of Bd → μ+μ− decay, possibly
at a rate larger than expected in the SM [7].
the SM (BSM) [6]. Also, there are issues with e − μ
universality in semileptonic B decays [8] and a persis-
tent anomaly in the P′5 angular distribution for B
0 →
K∗0μ+μ− [9]. Could this be related to the intriguing
excess in H → μτ decay reported by the CMS Col-
laboration [10], which is discussed later? Other points
to watch include discrepancies in the determinations of
the Vub CKM matrix element and the Tevatron diimuon
asymmetry anomaly [11]. However, some anomalies do
seem to be going away, such as the branching ratio for
Bu → τ+ν decay, which is now in good agreement with
the SM [12] and the forward-backward asymmetry in
tt¯ production [13], which is consistent with the latest
higher-order QCD calculations [14], as is the tt¯ rapidity
asymmetry measured at the LHC. However, there are
still plenty of ﬂavour physics issues to be addressed dur-
ing LHC Run 2.
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4. Higgs Physics
The Higgs boson may be regarded as, on the one
hand, the capstone of the glorious arch of the SM or,
on the other hand, as the portal giving access to new
physics. In this Section we discuss ﬁrst the extent to
which the new particle discovered on July 4th, 2012 ful-
ﬁls its SM roˆle, and then what hints it may be able to
provide about possible BSM physics.
4.1. Mass Measurements
The mass of the Higgs boson is measured most ac-
curately in the γγ and ZZ∗ → 2+2− ﬁnal states, and
ATLAS and CMS have both reported accurate measure-
ments in each of these ﬁnal states as shown in Fig. 5.
ATLAS measures [15]
H → γγ : mH = 126.02 ± 0.51 GeV ,
H → ZZ∗ : mH = 124.51 ± 0.52 GeV , (3)
and CMS measures [16]
H → γγ : mH = 124.70 ± 0.34 GeV ,
H → ZZ∗ : mH = 125.59 ± 0.45 GeV . (4)
Combining all these measurements, the ATLAS and
CMS Collaborations ﬁnd [17]
mH = 125.09 ± 0.24 GeV . (5)
In addition to being a fundamental measurement in its
own right, and casting light on the possible validity of
various BSM models (for example, this value is per-
fectly consistent with supersymmetric predictions [18]),
the precise value of mH is also important for the stability
of the electroweak vacuum in the Standard Model [19],
as discussed later.
Figure 5: Measurements of mH by ATLAS and CMS in the γγ and
ZZ∗ → 2+2− ﬁnal states, as complied in [17].
4.2. The Higgs Spin and Parity
The fact that the Higgs boson decays into γγ excludes
spin 1, and spin 0 is expected, but spins 2 and higher
are also possible in principle. The Higgs spin has been
probed in many ways [20, 21, 22], via its production and
decay rates [23], the kinematics of Higgs production in
association with the W± and Z0 [24], and decay angu-
lar distributions for W+W−, ZZ and γγ ﬁnal states [25].
The results of tests using the kinematics of associated
H + W±/Z0 production at the Tevatron are shown in
Fig. 6 [22]. By now there is overwhelming evidence
against the Higgs boson having spin 2. Moreover, as
also seen in Fig. 6 [22], it has been established that its
couplings toW+W− and ZZ are predominantly CP-even,
i.e., it couples mainly as a scalar, not as a pseudoscalar,
assuming that its signal strength μ ∼ 1 as indicated by
LHC measurements.
Figure 6: Tests of spin-parity hypotheses for the Higgs boson via the
kinematics of associated H +W±/Z0 production at the Tevatron [22].
4.3. Higgs Couplings
As seen in Fig. 7, the strengths of the Higgs signals
measured by ATLAS in individual channels [26] are
generally compatible with the SM predictions (as are
CMS measurements [27]) within the statistical ﬂuctua-
tions, which are inevitably large at this stage. ATLAS
and CMS report the following overall signal strengths
after combining their measurements in the γγ, ZZ∗,
WW∗, bb¯ and τ+τ− channels:
ATLAS : μ = 1.18+0.15−0.14 ,
CMS : μ = 1.00 ± 0.14 . (6)
Both averages are quite compatible with the SM and
with each other, as is also true of the Tevatron measure-
ments [28].
Because of its connection to mass generation, the
couplings of the Higgs boson to other particles in the
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Figure 7: The Higgs signal strengths μ, normalised to unity for the
SM, as measured by ATLAS [26].
SM should be related to their masses: linearly for
fermions, quadratically for bosons, and be scaled by the
Higgs vev v = 246 GeV. These predictions are implicit
in the measurements in Fig. 7, and are tested directly in
Fig. 8. The latter displays a global ﬁt in which the Higgs
coupling data are parametrised as [29]
λ f =
√
2
(mf
M
)(1+)
, gV = 2
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝M
2(1+)
V
M(1+)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (7)
As seen in the left panel of Fig. 8, the data yield
 = −0.022+0.020−0.043, M = 244+20−10 GeV, (8)
which is in excellent agreement with the SM predictions
 = 0, M = 246 GeV. Similar results have also been
found recently in an analysis by the CMS Collabora-
tion [27]. It seems that Higgs couplings indeed have the
expected characteristic dependence on particle masses.
According to the SM, ﬂavour should be conserved
to a very good approximation in Higgs couplings to
fermions. This is consistent with the available upper
limits on low-energy eﬀective ﬂavour-changing interac-
tions, which would, however, also allow lepton-ﬂavour-
violating Higgs couplings that are much larger than the
SM predictions [30]. Looking for such interactions is
therefore a possible window on BSM physics. On the
basis of low-energy data, we estimated that the branch-
ing ratios for H → μτ and H → eτ decays could each
be as large as O(10)%, i.e., as large as BR(H → ττ,
whereas the branching ratio for H → μe could only be
much smaller, 10−5 [30]. The CMS Collaboration has
recently reported a measurement [10]
BR(H → μτ) = 0.89+0.40−0.37 % , (9)
Figure 8: A global ﬁt to the H couplings of the form (7) (central values
as dashed and ±1σ values as dotted lines), which is very consistent
with the linear mass dependence for fermions and quadratic mass de-
pendence for bosons (solid red line) expected in the SM [29].
which is ∼ 2.5σ diﬀerent from zero. SM ﬂavour physics
predictions are therefore being probed more stringently
by the LHC than by low-energy experiments, and we
are keen to see corresponding results from ATLAS and
from Run 2 of the LHC!
Figure 9: Results from the CMS search for H → μτ decay [10].
Although all the indications are that the dominant
Higgs couplings are CP-even, as seen, e.g., in Fig. 6
above, there may also be an admixture of CP-odd
couplings, whose fraction may depend on the particle
whose coupling to the Higgs boson are being probed.
Since the leading CP-odd H coupling to fermions would
J. Ellis / Nuclear and Particle Physics Proceedings 267–269 (2015) 3–146
have the same (zero) dimension as the leading CP-even
coupling, whereas the leading CP-odd H coupling to
massive vector bosons would have higher dimension
than the leading CP-even coupling, the latter may be
more suppressed. Ideas for probing CP violation in
H → τ+τ− decay have been suggested [31], and CP
violation may also be probed in the Htt¯ couplings [32].
As seen in Fig. 10, this could aﬀect the total cross sec-
tions for associated Htt¯, Ht and Ht¯ production, shown
as functions of ζt ≡ arctan(CP-odd coupling/CP-even
coupling). If ζt  0, a CP-violating transverse polariza-
tion asymmetry is in principle observable in Ht and Ht¯
production, as discussed in [32].
Figure 10: The eﬀects of a CP-violating coupling on the Htt¯, Ht and
Ht¯ production cross sections, taking into account the current con-
straints from the Hgg and Hγγ couplings [32].
4.4. Is the Higgs Boson Elementary or Composite?
One of the key questions about the Higgs boson is
whether it is elementary or composite. One might have
thought that a composite Higgs boson would naturally
have a mass comparable to the scale of compositeness,
but the mass can be suppressed if it is a pseudo-Nambu-
Goldstone boson with a mass that is protected by some
approximate symmetry, perhaps becoming consistent
with the measured Higgs mass ∼ 125 GeV. This pos-
sibility may be probed using a phenomenological La-
grangian L with free H couplings, that may be con-
strained using H decay and production data. Since the
Standard Model relation ρ ≡ mW/mZ cos θW = 1 agrees
well with the data, one usually assumes that the phe-
nomenological Lagrangian has a custodial symmetry:
SU(2)×SU(2)→ SU(2). Then one may parametrise the
leading-order terms in L as follows:
L = v
2
4
TrDμΣ†DμΣ
(
1 + 2a
H
v
+ b
H2
v2
+ . . .
)
− ψ¯iLΣ
(
1 + c
H
v
+ . . .
)
+
1
2
(
∂μH
)2
+
1
2
m2HH
2 + d3
1
6
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝3m
2
H
v
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠H3
+ d4
1
24
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝3m
2
H
v
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠H4 + . . . , (10)
where
Σ ≡ exp
(
i
σaπa
v
)
. (11)
The free coeﬃcients a, b, c, d3 and d4 are all normalised
so that they are unity in the SM, and one searches for
observable deviations from these values that could be
signatures of composite models.
Fig. 11 shows one such analysis [29], that looked for
possible rescalings of the H couplings to bosons by a
factor a and to fermions by a factor c 1. Fig. 11 shows no
sign of any deviation from the SM predictions a = c =
1. The yellow lines in Fig. 11 show the predictions of
speciﬁc composite models that are excluded unless (in
some cases) their predictions are adjusted to resemble
those of the SM.
Figure 11: A global ﬁt to bosonic and fermionic H couplings rescaled
by factors a and c, respectively. The SM prediction a = c = 1 is
shown as the green star [29], and the yellow lines show the possible
predictions of some composite models.
1For a similar recent result from the CMS Collaboration, see [16].
The Higgs Cross Section Working group deﬁnes the quantities κV ≡ a
and κ f ≡ c [4], which are used by ATLAS and CMS.
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Since the properties of the Higgs boson as well as
other particles continue to agree with the SM, it is in-
creasingly popular approach to to regard the SM as
an eﬀective ﬁeld theory (EFT) valid at low energies
< 1 TeV. The eﬀects of BSM physics at higher scales
may then be parametrised via higher-dimensional EFT
operators constructed out of SM ﬁelds, as a ﬁrst approx-
imation, with coeﬃcients that can be constrained by
precision electroweak data, Higgs data and triple-gauge
couplings (TGCs).
Ref. [33] discusses the operators entering elec-
troweak precision tests (EWPTs) at LEP and SLC [34],
together with 95% CL bounds on their individual co-
eﬃcients when they are switched on one at a time,
and also when marginalised in a simultaneous global
ﬁt. Results for the EFT coeﬃcients c¯(3)lLL , c¯T , c¯W +
c¯B and c¯eR, which aﬀect the leptonic observables
{ΓZ , σ0had,R0e ,R0μ,R0τ, A0,eFB,mW }, and the EFT coeﬃcients
c¯qL, c¯
(3)q
L , c¯
u
R and c¯
d
R, which contribute to the hadronic
observables {R0b,R0c , A0,bFB, A0,cFB, Ab, Ac}, are shown in
Fig. 12. The upper (green) bars show the ranges for
each of EFT coeﬃcient when it is varied individually,
assuming that the other EFT coeﬃcients vanish, and the
lower (red) bars show the ranges for a global ﬁt in which
all the EFT coeﬃcients are allowed to vary simultane-
ously, neglecting any possible correlations. The ranges
of the coeﬃcients are translated in the legend at the top
of the left panel of Fig. 12 into ranges of a large mass
scale Λ. All the sensitivities are in the multi-TeV range.
Figure 12: The 95% CL ranges found in analyses of the leptonic
and hadronic LEP and SLC observables [34]. The upper (green)
bars denote single-coeﬃcient ﬁts, and the lower (red) bars denote
marginalised multi-coeﬃcient ﬁts. The upper-axis should be read
×mWv ∼ 1/3 for c¯W + c¯B. [33]
Other operators contribute to Higgs physics and
TGCs, and important information on possible values
of their coeﬃcients is provided by kinematic distribu-
tions [35], as well as by total rates, as illustrated in
Fig. 13.
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Figure 13: Upper panel: Simulation of the pVT distribution in (V →
2)+(H → b¯b) events at the LHC showing the SM expectation (purple
shading with solid outline), and the distributions with c¯W =0.1 and
0.05, respectively as red-dotted and blue-dashed lines [35]. Lower
panel: The same-ﬂavour pT distribution of the leading lepton in a
TGC analysis. The Standard Model distribution is shaded blue with
solid lines, and the distribution for c¯HW = 0.1 is shaded green with
dashed lines. In both cases the last (overﬂow) bin provides important
extra information in addition to the overall normalisation [33].
Fig. 14 [33] shows a global ﬁt to the Higgs data,
including associated production kinematics, and LHC
TGC measurements. The individual 95% CL con-
straints with one non-zero EFT coeﬃcient at a time are
shown as green bars. The other lines show marginalised
95% ranges fund using the Higgs signal-strength data
in conjunction with the kinematic distributions for as-
sociated H + V production measured by ATLAS and
D0 (blue bars), with the LHC TGC data (red lines), and
with both (black bars). The LHC TGC constraints are
the most important for c¯W and c¯3W , whereas the Higgs
constraints are more important for c¯HW , c¯HB and c¯g.
In my view, the EFT approach is the most promis-
ing framework for analysing Run 2 results, in particu-
lar because it can be used to tie together many diﬀerent
classes of measurements.
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Figure 14: The 95% CL constraints for single-coeﬃcient ﬁts (green
bars), and the marginalised 95% ranges for the LHC Higgs signal-
strength data combined with the kinematic distributions for associated
H + V production measured by ATLAS and D0 (blue bars), with the
LHC TGC data (red lines), and the global combination with both the
associated production and TGC data (black bars). Note that c¯γ,g are
shown ×100, for which the upper axis should be read ×10 [33].
5. The SM is not enough!
“The more important fundamental laws and facts of
physical science have all been discovered” said Albert
Michelson in 1894, just before radioactivity and the
electron were discovered. “There is nothing new to be
discovered in physics now, all that remains is more and
more precise measurement” said Lord Kelvin in 1900,
just before Einstein’s annus mirabilis in 1905. Simi-
larly, today there are many reasons to expect physics
beyond the SM even (particularly after the discovery of
a (the?) Higgs boson, as I now discuss.
As James Bond might have said [36], there are 007
important reasons. 1) The measured values of mt and
mH indicate that the electroweak vacuum is probably
unstable, in the absence of some BSM physics. 2) The
dark matter required by astrophysics and cosmology has
no possible origin within the SM. 3) The origin of the
matter in the Universe requires additional CP violation
beyond CKM. 4) The small neutrino masses seem to re-
quire BSM physics. 5) The hierarchy of mass scales
could appear more natural in the presence of some new
physics at the TeV scale. 6) Cosmological inﬂation re-
quires BSM physics, since the eﬀective Higgs poten-
tial in the SM would seem to become negative at high
scales. 7) Quantising gravity would certainly require
physics (far) beyond the SM.
The ﬁrst two of these issues are discussed in the fol-
lowing.
6. The Instability of the Electroweak Vacuum
In the SM with its SU(2)×U(1) symmetry, the origin
where 〈H〉 = 0 is unstable and surrounded by a valley
where 〈H〉 ≡ v = 246 GeV, the present electroweak vac-
uum. At larger Higgs ﬁeld values, the eﬀective potential
rises, at least for a while. However, calculations in the
SM show that, for the measured values of mt and mH ,
the eﬀective potential turns down as a result of renor-
malization of the Higgs self-coupling by the top quark,
which overwhelms that by the Higgs itself. Thus, the
present electroweak vacuum is in principle unstable in
the SM, and quantum tunnelling generates collapse into
an anti-de-Sitter ’Big Crunch’.
The SM calculations [19] shown in the upper panel
of Fig. 15 indicate that the instability sets in at a Higgs
scale Λ:
log10
(
Λ
GeV
)
= 11.3 + 1.0
( mH
GeV
− 125.66
)
− 1.2
( mt
GeV
− 173.10
)
+ 0.4
(
αs(MZ) − 0.1184
0.0007
)
. (12)
Using the world average values of mt, mH and αs(MZ),
this formula yields
Λ = 1010.5±1.1 GeV . (13)
However, we see in the lower panel of Fig. 15 that this
calculation is very sensitive to mt. Note in this connec-
tion that the D0 Collaboration has recently reported a
new, higher, value of mt [37] (tending to make the vac-
uum more unstable), whereas the CMS Collaboration
has reported lower values of mt from new analyses [38]
(tending to make the vacuum more stable). A more ac-
curate experimental measurement of mt would help us
understand the fate of the Universe within the SM, and
the possible need for BSM physics to stabilise the elec-
troweak vacuum, but we also need to understand better
the relationship between the parameter mt in the SM La-
grangian and the eﬀective mass parameter measured by
experiments [39].
Even if the lifetime of the electroweak vacuum is
much longer than the age of the Universe, as suggested
by these calculations, one cannot simply ignore this
problem. The early Universe is thought to have had a
very high energy density, e.g., during an inﬂationary
epoch [40], at which time quantum and thermal ﬂuc-
tuations at that time would have populated the anti-de-
Sitter ‘Big Crunch’ region [41]. However, it is possible
that we might have been lucky enough to live in a non-
anti-de-Sitter region and thereby surviving [42]. The
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Figure 15: Left panel: Within the SM, normalisation by the top quark
appears to drive the Higgs self-coupling λ < 0 at large scales, desta-
bilising the electroweak vacuum. Right panel: Regions of vacuum sta-
bility, metastability and instability in the (mH ,mt) plane. Both panels
are from [19].
problem could be avoided with suitable new physics be-
yond the SM, of which one example is supersymme-
try [43].
7. Supersymmetry
One may love supersymmetry (SUSY) for many rea-
sons, such as rendering the hierarchy problem more nat-
ural, providing a candidate for the cold dark matter, aid-
ing grand uniﬁcation and its essential (?) roˆle in string
theory. In my mind, Run 1 of the LHC has added
three more reasons, namely the mass of the Higgs bo-
son, which was predicted successfully by supersymme-
try [18, 44], the fact that the Higgs couplings are similar
to those of the SM Higgs boson, as discussed earlier and
as expected in simple realisations of the MSSM [45],
and the stabilisation of the electroweak vacuum, as men-
tioned just above. How can we resist SUSY’s manifold
charms?
However, so far SUSY has kept coyly out of sight
in searches at the LHC, direct searches for the scatter-
ing of dark matter particles, indirect searches in ﬂavour
physics, etc.. Where could SUSY be hiding? We know
that SUSY must be a broken symmetry, but we do not
know how, so we do not know what the SUSY spec-
trum may be. It is often assumed that there is a dis-
crete R-symmetry, which would guarantee the stability
of the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP), provid-
ing the above-mentioned dark matter candidate. It is
often assumed that the SUSY-breaking sparticle masses
are universal at some high renormalisation scale, usu-
ally the GUT scale, but this has no strong theoretical
justiﬁcation. The simplest model is one in which all
the SUSY-breaking contributions m0 to the squark, slep-
ton and Higgs masses are equal at the GUT scale, and
the SU(3), SU(2) and U(1) gauging masses m1/2 are
also universal, which is called the constrained MSSM
(CMSSM). It could also be that the SUSY-breaking con-
tributions to the masses of the two Higgs doublets of
the MSSM diﬀer from those of the squarks and leptons,
and may be equal to each other (the NUHM1), or diﬀer-
ent from each other (the NUHM2). Alternatively, one
may consider the phenomenological MSSM (pMSSM)
in which no GUT-scale universality is assumed.
Some results of global ﬁts to the CMSSM, NUHM1,
NUHM2 and a version of the pMSSM with 10 free
SUSY-breaking parameters, combining all experimen-
tal and phenomenological constraints and requiring that
the relic supersymmetric particle density be within the
cosmological range, are shown in Fig. 16 [46, 47, 48].
The upper panel shows the proﬁle likelihood functions
for the gluino mass in these models, and the lower panel
shows the likelihood functions for the ﬁrst-and second-
generation squarks (which are assumed to be equal in
the pMSSM10). In the GUT-universal models the 95%
CL lower limits on the squark and gluino masses are
∼ 1.5 GeV, whereas they could be signiﬁcantly lighter
in the pMSSM10, which oﬀers greater prospects for dis-
covering SUSY in LHC Run 2 [48].
The pMSSM revives the possibility of explaining the
discrepancy between the SM calculation of gμ − 2 and
the experimental measurement within a SUSY model.
This is not possible in the CMSSM, NUHM1 and
NUHM2, because of the LHC constraints, and these
models predict values of the gμ − 2 similar to the SM
prediction, as shown by the blue lines in Fig. 17. How-
ever, the black line in this Figure shows that the experi-
mental measurement could be accommodated within the
pMSSM [48]. There are plans for two new experiments
to measure gμ − 2 [49], and other low-energy e+e− ex-
periments will help clarify the discrepancy between the
SM and experiment.
If this is indeed due to SUSY, our pMSSM10 analysis
suggests that its discovery may not be far away! In par-
ticular, there are prospects in searches for jets +missing
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Figure 16: The proﬁle likelihood functions for the gluino mass (up-
per panel) and the ﬁrst- and second-generation squark masses (lower
panel). The solid black lineis are for the pMSSM10 [48], the solid
blue lines for the NUHM2 [47], the dashed blue lines for the NUHM1
and the dotted blue lines for the CMSSM [46].
transverse energy searches at the LHC, as well as dedi-
cated searches for sleptons and light stop squarks [48].
8. Dark Matter Searches
As already mentioned, a supersymmetric model that
conserves R-parity has a natural candidate for a cold
dark matter particle, and this is often taken to be the
lightest neutralino χ˜10 [50] (though other candidates are
also possible). The present limits from direct searches
for the scattering of massive cold dark matter parti-
cles in underground experiments are shown in the up-
per panel of Fig. 18, together with predictions in the
pMSSM10 [48]. The 68% CL region in this model (out-
lined by the red contour) lies just below the current ex-
perimental limit and within range of the planned LZ ex-
periment (magenta line) [51].
Other TeV-scale extensions of the SM, such as some
extra-dimensional models with K-parity and little Higgs
models with T-parity, also have possible candidates. It
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Figure 17: The one-dimensional χ2 likelihood function for gμ − 2 in
the CMSSM, NUHM1, NUHM2 (blue lines) and the pMSSM10 (black
line) [48]. The red line represents the uncertainty in the experimental
range of gμ − 2.
is therefore useful to make a model-independent com-
parison of the capabilities of the LHC and direct dark
matter searches, and one such is shown in the lower
panel of Fig. 18. This compares direct astrophysical
searches for the scattering of generic TeV-scale dark
matter particles with the current reaches of the LHC via
monojet searches, for the cases of spin-dependent (ax-
ial) couplings (left panel) and spin-independent (vec-
tor) couplings (right panel) [52]. In the former case
the LHC monojet searches generally have greater sen-
sitivity than the direct searches, except for dark mat-
ter particle masses  1 TeV where the LHC runs out
of phase space. On the other hand, direct searches for
spin-independent interactions are more sensitive than
the LHC searches for masses  4 GeV. SUSY mod-
els generally favour a relatively large mass for the dark
matter particle, the pMSSM10 being one example, as
seen in the upper panel of Fig. 18.
9. Possible Future Colliders
There is longstanding interest in building a high-
energy e+e− collider, which might be linear such as the
ILC (ECM  1 TeV) or CLIC (ECM  3 TeV). On the
other hand, there is now interest in Europe and China in
a possible large circular tunnel to contain an e+e− col-
lider with ECM  350 GeV and/or a pp collider with
ECM  100 TeV [53]. A circular e+e− collider would
provide measurements of the Z and Higgs bosons of
unparalleled accuracy, as seen in Fig. 19 [54]. These
would be able to distinguish between the predictions of
the SM and various ﬁts in the CMSSM, NUHM1 and
NUHM2, as shown, if one can also reduce correspond-
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Figure 18: Upper panel: The two-dimensional proﬁle likelihood func-
tion in the pMSSM10 in the (mχ˜10
, σSIp )-plane [48], showing the re-
gions excluded by the XENON100 and LUX experiments (shaded
green), the neutrino ‘ﬂoor’ (shaded yellow), and the prospective sen-
sitivity of the LZ experiment [51]. The preferred 68% CL region is
outlined in red, and the region allowed at the 95% CL is outlined in
blue. The solid contours incorporate the LHC constraints, and the
dashed contours omit them. Lower panels: A comparison of the cur-
rent 90% CL direct search limits from LUX and SuperCDMS (red and
orange lines, respectively), the monojet limits in simple models (blue
lines) and the limits in an eﬀective ﬁeld theory framework (green line)
in the cross section vs mDM plane used by the direct detection com-
munity. The left and right panels show, respectively, the limits on the
spin-dependent and spin-independent cross sections appropriate for
axial- vector and vector mediators [52].
ingly the present theoretical uncertainties, which are in-
dicated in the right panel by the shaded green bars. The
other coloured bars illustrate the accuracies attainable
with measurements at various accelerators.
A future high-energy pp collider would produce
many more Higgs bosons than the LHC, as seen in
the upper panel of Fig. 20 [55], oﬀering the possibil-
ity of measuring Higgs couplings with greater statisti-
cal accuracy, and also including the elusive triple-Higgs
coupling. A high-energy pp collider would also of-
fer unique possibilities to discover and/or measure the
properties of SUSY particles. Even the SUSY dark
matter particle could weigh several TeV, as seen in the
lower panel of Fig. 20 [56], which illustrates a strip in
the CMSSM parameter space where the relic neutralino
density is brought into the the range allowed by cosmol-
Figure 19: Comparison of the present precisions in measurements of
various Z properties (left panel) and Higgs couplings (right panel),
together with the prospective precisions of possible measurements at
future colliders and the deviations from the SM predictions found at
the best-ﬁt points in various SUSY models. The right panel also shows
the current theoretical uncertainties. From [54].
ogy through coannihilation with the lighter stop squark.
In the example shown, the lightest neutralino weighs
 3 TeV and only a pp collider with ECM ∼ 100 TeV
would be able to explore all the range of particle masses
compatible with SUSY providing dark matter (solid and
upper dashed blue lines). For all this range calculations
of the Higgs mass are compatible with the experimen-
tal value (represented by the yellow band), considering
the theoretical uncertainties represented by the solid and
dashed green lines.
The supersymmetric dark matter particle might be
even heavier in more general supersymmetric mod-
els. For example, if the lightest neutralino coannihi-
lates with an almost degenerate gluino, it may weigh
 8 TeV, as seen in Fig. 21, which would be a challenge
even for a 100-TeV collider.
The physics cases for future large circular colliders
are still being explored. There will be bread-and-butter
high-precision Higgs and other SM measurements to
probe possible BSM scenarios for physics. As for di-
rect searches for new physics, the search for dark matter
particles may provide the strongest case, and this is un-
der continuing study.
10. Conclusion
The physics landscape will look completely diﬀerent
when/if future runs of the LHC ﬁnd evidence for new
physics beyond the SM such as SUSY. The LHC adven-
ture has only just begun, and we look forward to a big
increase in energy with Run 2 and eventually two or-
ders of magnitude more integrated luminosity. Lovers
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Figure 20: Upper panel: Cross sections for various Higgs produc-
tion processes at pp colliders as functions of the centre-of-mass en-
ergy [55]. Lower panel: One of the possibilities for a relatively heavy
SUSY dark matter particle weighing ∼ 0.4m1/2  3 TeV. The vertical
axis is the mass diﬀerence between the dark matter particle and the
next-to-lightest supersymmetric particle, in this case the lighter stop
squark. The solid and upper dashed blue lines correspond to the cur-
rent central and +1σ values of the dark matter density, the horizontal
yellow band represents the experimental value of the Higgs mass, and
the green solid and dashed lines represent the central value and ±1σ
uncertainties in theoretical calculations of the Higgs mass [56].
of SUSY should not be disappointed that she has not yet
appeared. It took 48 years for the Higgs boson to be dis-
covered, but four-dimensional SUSY models were ﬁrst
written down just 41 years ago [58]. We can be patient
for a while longer.
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